The present article deals with the effects of nanoparticles and magnetic field on the peristaltic flow of a couple stress fluid in an asymmetric channel with different wave forms. Mathematical modelling for two dimensional and two directional flows of a couple stress fluid along with nanofluid are first given and then simplified under the assumptions of long wavelength and low Reynolds number approximation. After invoking these approximations we get coupled non-linear differential equations. The exact solutions of temperature distribution, the nano-particle concentration, velocity, stream function and pressure gradient are calculated. Finally graphical results of various physical parameters of interest are discussed to examine the behavior of flow quantities.
Introduction
Nanofluids are those liquids which contain a small quantity of nanoparticles in suspension which have a size of roughly th 10000 of the width of a human hair. These liquids possess high rate of heat transfer than any other liquid made by other theories. This makes them very attractive as heat transfer fluids in many applications. These are used in electronics, nuclear reactors, transportation, electronics, biomedicine and food. These are also applicable as coolants in welding equipment and automobiles industries. Due to the applications in sciences and industry nanofluids have achieved considerable importance among the researchers. The first investigation on nanofluids was done by Choi ] 1 [ . Later on based on the theory develop by Choi ] 1 [ , many research discussed the phenomena of nanofluids using different flow geometries ] 5 2 [  . However, only limited attentions have been given to the peristaltic flows of nanofluids ] 10 6 [  . Peristalsis is a mechanism of fluid transport induces by a progressive wave of area contraction or expansion along the flexible walls of a channel. These flows are used for transport of blood in vessels. Pumping is the most common industrial use of peristaltic flow. In the urinary system drives urine from the kidneys to the bladder through the ureters this peristalsis is due to involuntary muscular contractions of the ureteral wall. Fluid trapping and material reflux are two interesting phenomena associated with peristaltic flows. The mechanism of peristaltic flow has attracted the attention of many researchers since the first exploration done by Latham ] 11 [ , many researchers have discussed the peristaltic flows of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids with different flow geometries ] 16 12 [  . Most of these investigations are restricted to the peristaltic flow only in a symmetric channel, tube and cylinder. Recently, physiologists observed that the intra-uterine fluid flow due to myometrial contractions is peristaltic type motion and the myometrial contractions may occur in both symmetric and asymmetric directions. The importance of peristaltic flows in asymmetric channel has been highlighted by Eytan . Motivated from the above study, the aim of the current paper is to inspect the impact of nanoparticles and magnetic field on the peristaltic transport of a couple stress fluid in an asymmetric channel. The governing equations of couple stress fluid, teat transfer and nanoparticle volume fraction for two dimensional flow in Cartesian coordinate system are first modelled and then simplified under the lubrication approach. The exact solution of temperature, nanoparticle volume fraction, velocity and stream function are calculated. The physical features of the relevant parameters are considered by plotting the graphs of velocity, pressure rise, pressure gradient, temperature, concentration and stream lines along with different wave forms.
Mathematical formulation
Let us consider the peristaltic flow of an incompressible, electrically conducting couple stress fluid in a two dimensional channel of width 2 1 d d  . The flow is generated by sinusoidal wave trains propagating with constant speed c along the channel walls. We choose rectangular coordinate system for the channel with X along the centerline of the channel and Y is transverse to it. The left wall of the channel is maintained at temperature 1 T while the right wall has temperature 0 T . We seek the velocity field for the two dimensional and two directional flow of the form
Moreover, we assume that the fluid is subject to a constant transverse magnetic field 0 B . A very small magnetic Reynolds number is assumed and hence the induced magnetic field can be neglected. When the fluid moves into magnetic field two major physical effects arise. The first one is that an electric field E is induced in the flow. We shall assume that there is no excess charge density and therefore, . 0  B  Neglecting the induced magnetic field implies that 0  E  and therefore, the induced electric field is negligible. The second effect is dynamically in nature, i.e., a Lorentz force ( B J  ), where J is the current density, this force acts on the fluid and modifies its motion. This results in the transfer of energy from the electromagnetic field to the fluid. In present study, the relativistic effects are neglected and the current density J is given by the Ohm's law as
The geometry of the wall surface is defined as
In fixed frame, the equations of continuity, momentum and nanofluid for couple stress fluid, in presence of applied magnetic field are defined as
is the ratio of the effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material and heat capacity of the fluid with  being the density, c is the volumetric volume expansion coefficient and p  is the density of the particles..
Since in the laboratory frame (X, Y), the flow is unsteady, but in a coordinate system moving with the wave speed c (the wave frame) the motion is steady. The coordinates and velocities in two frames are related by the following transformation With the help of Eq. (7) and the transformations (8), Eqs. (2) to (6) for a couple stress fluid and nanofluid in wave frame (after dropping bars) take the following form 
The dimensionless mean flow Q is defined by 
Solution of the problem
In this section we describe a valuable procedure to calculate the analytical solutions for the present system of linear and non-linear differential equations. From Eq. (15) we obtain
are two unknow functions which can be evaluated using the boundary conditions. Now substitute Eq. (21) into (15) we obtain , 0 ) ( Pr
are two unknown functions. Now with the help of temperature distribution (Eq. (23)) the nano-particle concentration  is given from Eq. (21) as ), 
Thus the exact expressions for the temperature distribution  and nano-particle concentration  are given by 
The non-dimensional expression for the pressure rise per wavelength is defined as 
Expressions for different wave shape
The non-dimensional expressions for five considered wave form are given by ] 18 [ . The expression for the triangular, square and trapezoidal wave are derived from the Fourier series. 1) Sinusoidal wave ).
Numerical Results and Discussion
The most important intention of this section is to discuss the graphical significances of the current flow problem. In order to calculate the expressions for pressure rise and pressure gradient mathematics software mathematica is used. To see the behavior of pressure rise with volume flow rate Figs. 1 to 6 are plotted by taking different physical parameters of interest Fig. 1 shows the variation of pressure rise with volume flow rate Q for different values of Br . It is observed from Fig. 1 that the behavior of pressure rise in all the regions (augmented pumping  , 
the pressure gradient is small i.e., the flow can easily pass without imposition of a large pressure gradient, while in the region ],
pressure gradient decreases with an increase in M and increases with an increase in , Fig. 4 : Variation of pressure rise with volume flow rate Q for different values of M for fixed values of , . Fig. 13 : Temperature profile for different values of t N for fixed values of , Fig. 14 : Temperature profile for different values of Pr for fixed values of , The values of other parameters are , The values of other parameters are , 
Conclusion
In this article effects of nanoparticles and magnetic field on peristaltic flow of a couple stress fluid with different wave forms are described. Mathematical modelling of the present flow problem is discussed in detail with nanofluid. Under the assumptions of long wavelength and low Reynolds number approximation we get coupled non-linear differential equations. The exact solutions of temperature distribution, the nano-particle concentration, velocity, stream function and pressure gradient are computed. The main finding of the problem is summarizes as follows:  It is observed that the behavior of pressure rise in all the regions (augmented pumping 
